High-end system for exacting
requirements: VERSO CLIQ
mechatronic locking systems

Security, versatility and cost
effectiveness in a single system
IKON – The locking systems specialist since 1926

ASSA ABLOY, the global leader
in door opening solutions

Our invention and expertise –
IKON is the original and the
company has shaped developments
in lock and security technology for
over eighty year
Inhalt

Since inventing and patenting the profile cylinder over
eighty years ago, IKON locking cylinders have been setting
standards in many countries throughout the world. When
the patent was granted, it gave rise to the age of the
so-called security cylinder. This is a legacy which we are
committed to and which we are proud of.

The profile locking cylinder is almost always used wherever doors are locked and need to be secured against
unauthorised entry. Today, this cylinder represents the key
component in lock and door security systems. We are still
supplying keys and lock cylinders today for locking systems
which were installed as far back as eighty years ago

VERSO CLIQ – The locking system
which spares you a few problems
and solves many more
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VERSO CLIQ – The locking system
which spares you a few problems
and solves many more

4

There are certain situations which require a great
deal of a locking system, sometimes more than
a purely mechanical system can deliver. There
are also certain performance characteristics
which only a mechatronic locking system can
provide. Such a locking system is VERSO CLIQ,
where sophisticated microelectronics with
intelligent data encryption have been integrated
into a premium mechanical lock cylinder system.

An IKON-brand locking system
is always tailor-made –
planned by professionals and customised
to your needs
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A locking system is always a unique affair. No
locking system is ever the same as any other.
A multitude of different factors already play a
role at the needs analysis and planning stage.
Such factors include precise requirements
and size as well as the structure and use of the
building or system. Last but not least, the locking
system must be open and flexible with regard
to accommodating any future requirements.

VERSO CLIQ is the high-end version of locking
systems and meets exacting standards regarding
security, versatility and convenience.
Moreover, VERSO CLIQ also proves itself to be a
cost-effective solution from the outset – when
requirements increase, the locking system is
extended, access authorisations are changed or,
above all, when keys are lost.

Factors which require a mechatronic system:
∙∙ High security requirements throughout a building
∙∙ Frequent loss of keys
∙∙ Constant changes in organisational structures
∙∙ Employees or departments move on a frequent basis
∙∙ Issuing of temporary and time-limited access authorisations
∙∙ High number of doors and locking cylinders

VERSO CLIQ locking systems are typically used
in places such as:

Immerse yourself in
the VERSO CLIQ world
and read about our
satisfied customers
at www.ikon.de.

Convenient software packages are available
for planning and subsequent management of a
mechatronic VERSO CLIQ locking system.
Regardless of individual requirements profiles,
one thing is certain: you will always make the
right choice with an IKON locking system.
With VERSO CLIQ, such a choice becomes
something quite special.

Questions you need to answer before the planning stage:
A locking system’s
structure exclusively
depends on individual
requirements.

∙∙ How is your building used?
∙∙ What is your organisational structure like?
∙∙ How strict are your security requirements?
∙∙ What other requirements need to be satisfied? - For instance, with regards to insurance.
∙∙ Are frequent changes expected? - For instance, with regard to access authorisations and
restructuring.

Locking system planning step by step:
∙∙ Individual needs analysis

∙∙ Companies of all types

∙∙ Design of macrostructure

∙∙ Utilities and public services

∙∙ Drafting of an organisational chart

∙∙ Public institutions and public authorities

∙∙ System checked and accepted by users, client, architects and planners

∙∙ Science and educational institutions

∙∙ Design of locking plan

∙∙ Health care and social Institutions

∙∙ Locking plan checked and accepted by users, client, architects and planners

The following users already place their trust in VERSO CLIQ:
∙∙ Berliner Verkehrsbetriebe (BVG) – AöR
∙∙ Bezirkskrankenhaus Bayreuth
∙∙ Bosch Rexroth AG
∙∙ Knorr-Bremse Systeme für Schienenfahrzeuge GmbH
∙∙ Olympiastadion Berlin GmbH
∙∙ Stadtwerke Oberursel (Taunus) GmbH
∙∙ Stadtwerke Speyer GmbH
∙∙ Technische Universität Berlin

VERSO CLIQ is synonymous with security,
versatility and convenience – as a result
of easy programming for time-limited
access authorisations, for instance
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For every kind of use
IKON locking cylinders
are always the right choice
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Machines
Switch Cylinder V511
Mobile pedestals

Outdoor containers

Furniture Cylinder V924

Padlock V315

Alarm systems
Half Cylinder V532

Furniture
Furniture Olive V184

Lifts
Switch Cylinder V098

∙∙

Storeroom doors
Knob Cylinder V534
Main Entrance
Double Cylinder V531
Fire service safes
Half Cylinder V532

Interior doors
Double Cylinder V531

Mail box systems
Locking Lever Cylinder V320

The VERSO CLIQ locking cylinder product range
is as extensive as its many areas of practical
usage – from lifts and company entrance gates
to mail box systems and filing cabinets.
VERSO CLIQ locking cylinders are available in
many different designs, such as double cylinders,
locking lever cylinders, switch cylinders and
furniture olives. The images on these pages
show examples of suitable uses for a selection
of different cylinder types.

Precision mechanics combined
with intelligent electronics –
VERSO CLIQ is the technology of the future
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Based on ASSA ABLOY’s group-wide CLIQ technology, VERSO CLIQ is more than just a locking
system.
VERSO CLIQ is an intelligent system solution
integrating high-grade precision mechanics and

Opting for VERSO CLIQ implies
long-term flexibility and
cost effectiveness
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electronic modules. The system mainly consists
of mechatronic locking cylinders and mechatronic keys.
It can also be combined or extended with purely
mechanical locking cylinders.

A locking system is an investment in your safety
and security. You should therefore also reasonably
expect such an investment to be worthwhile.
VERSO CLIQ will immediately fulfil your expectations in many respects as VERSO CLIQ is a system
solution which very quickly pays for itself due to
its superior quality, its forward-looking technology and its sophisticated range of functions.
This becomes clear from the outset since VERSO
CLIQ does not require wiring and, as a result,
installation costs are very low. A standard battery
in the key provides sufficient power.
You can manage key losses by re-programming
the locking cylinder to eliminate access authorisation for lost keys. Each time a department moves

How VERSO CLIQ technology works
The electronic contact
between keys and
locking cylinders serves
to transmit both power
and data securely.
Locking is enabled after
the mechanical and
electronic coding is
verified.

Electronic contact
Mechanical
coding

Mechatronic locking side containing ∙
five mechanical tumblers, one electronic ∙
tumbler and one locking bar
Cylinder core

The key benefits of VERSO CLIQ:

Lock cam
Modular cylinder housing
60 to 240 mm in length

or organisational structures change, you simply
need to re-programme access authorisations on
the cylinders concerned.
The locking system can be very easily extended
due to its plug and play system components.
Wherever requirements allow, VERSO CLIQ
mechatronic cylinders can be combined with
lower-priced mechanical cylinders. The reliable
electronics and time-tested quality in IKON keys
and locking cylinders also ensure a long life cycle
for the whole locking system. The length of all
VERSO profile cylinders can also be adjusted to
the thickness of the respective door leaf at a later
stage. The modular concept thus helps to further
optimise costs for your locking system.

Electronics module
Mechanical locking side containing
twelve mechanical tumblers ∙
and two locking bars

Easy battery
replacement

∙∙ Time-tested quality and long life cycles from the precision mechanics brand IKON
∙∙ Reliable, uncomplicated electronics
∙∙ Flexible, user-defined allocation of access authorisations through programming, re-programming or deletion
∙∙ Access authorisations eliminated through re-programming when key is lost
∙∙ No wiring: power supplied by inexpensive standard batteries in key

The mechatronic key
Its most striking feature is the display on the
key bow. This indicates the battery status and a
friendly "smiley" emoticon appears when users
have access authorisation.
A chip integrated into the bow converts each
key into a unique electronic copy. Data transmission is powered by an easily replaced standard
battery. The mechatronic key is manufactured in
a reversible key design. The key shank features
a length profile and notches along its edge.
The key can be optionally fitted with a crystalcontrolled time function, or also supplied as a
programmable model.

The mechatronic locking cylinder
The double profile cylinder comes in a singlesided or two-sided mechatronic version. In the
case of single-sided mechatronics, the double
cylinder’s mechatronic locking side features five
spring-mounted crescent-shaped mechanical
tumblers in compliance with DIN 1303 or DIN
18252, a locking bar and an electronic locking
module. The mechanical locking side contains
twelve mechanical tumblers and two locking
bars. The key codes are verified and locking is
enabled by the mechanical tumblers and the
electronics module on the mechatronic side. The
mechatronic locking cylinder does not require
wiring or mains supply as it is powered by the
battery in the key.

∙∙ Battery status permanently indicated on visual display
∙∙ User is responsible for replacing the battery
∙∙ No tools needed to change battery
∙∙ Can be combined with VERSO CLIQ mechanical locking cylinders
VERSO CLIQ also
available with transponders

∙∙ Suitable cylinder models for doors, gates, windows, hinged lids or covers, machines, mail
boxes and so on; also for outside areas
∙∙ VERSO CLIQ locking cylinders are certified or tested in compliance with VdS, DIN and SKG
standards
∙∙ Certified cylinders and keys for potentially explosive areas
∙∙ VERSO CLIQ keys can also be supplied with an integrated transponder chip, using either
Legic or Mifare technology

Flexible
modular system

∙∙ Versatile modular system enables profile cylinders to be adjusted to required length

Research, development and∙
laboratory departments are∙
sensitive areas where security is∙
of prime importance and not∙
everybody has right of access –
VERSO CLIQ is also the ideal∙
solution for such areas

Where changes are a daily occurrence,
VERSO CLIQ‘s versatility is indispensable
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Work environments are constantly changing.
Exacting requirements are imposed on building
infrastructures and security technology as a
result of many factors, including flexible organisational structures, mobile workstations, team
and project-oriented work methods, and flexible
working hours and facility use.
Managing locking systems is also becoming more
and more complex as such requirements are not

The image shows
examples of potential
applications in day-today use - VERSO CLIQ
technology impresses
here due to its optimum versatility and
cost effectiveness.

only increasing, but also change on a frequent
basis. This means that access authorisations need
to be constantly updated - for instance, in the
case of short-term employment contracts, or
when tradesmen and external service providers
are used. What’s more, if keys are also frequently
lost, additional costs are incurred. All things considered, it’s a complicated issue, but VERSO CLIQ
can provide a simple solution.
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Example ∙
Locking system management
The locking system administrator has
changed access authorisations in the ∙
Marketing Department – The changes ∙
are programmed quickly and easily ∙
by a department employee.  

Example ∙
Key loss
An employee in the Information Systems Department ∙
has lost his key. The access authorisation can be instantly
deleted from the key.

Example ∙
Structural alteration
A new fire door is being installed. The existing
locking cylinder can be quickly and easily adjusted
to the new door thickness.  

Example ∙
Move
The Finance Department is moving to another
location in the same building - No extra costs are
incurred as the locking cylinders are not replaced,
but are simply re-programmed.

Example ∙
Allocation of access authorisations
The engineer from the lift company receives his E3
key with an access authorisation restricted with
regard to time and place.

VERSO CLIQ –
provides everything a first-rate
locking system requirest
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VERSO CLIQ consists of only a few components,
which combine perfectly to fulfil all customary
requirements expected of a first-rate locking system: locking cylinders, user keys, programming
keys, a programming device and management
software. Due to its programmability and its
wide range of available locking cylinder types,

VERSO CLIQ is suitable for all conceivable types
of locks, doors, gates, garages, mail boxes, desks,
cupboards and switches. Moreover, if desired,
the user only requires one single key for all cylinders in their respective system.
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Performance characteristics of VERSO CLIQ locking cylinders
∙∙ Unique and locking system encryption
∙∙ Optimum burglary protection due to mechanical tumblers and locking bars
∙∙ Can be combined with mechanical and mechatronic cylinder halves
∙∙ Optional enhanced drilling protection
∙∙ Optional emergency mechanism with emergency key

VERSO CLIQ locking
systems are programmed ex works
in accordance with
your preferences and
requirements, and are
delivered as a plug and
play solution.

The basic components in VERSO CLIQ are:
∙∙ The user keys E1 basic, E2 time and E3 guest, which feature different functions: E1 basic for room access authorisations; E2 time with additional
time-restricted authorisations and log memory; E3 guest can be programmed for temporary room and time-restricted authorisations.∙
∙
∙∙ The Beluga key B1 is for use in outdoor areas and is also intended for storage in the fire service safe, for instance. With an IP67 protection rating,
it is protected against ingress of water and is suitable for use in temperatures between -30°C and +50°C.∙
∙∙ Mechanical key can also be used when required. Keys are also available
with built-in transponders, so they can be integrated into access control
systems such as OPENDO neo.∙

∙∙ Several free rotation angles; 360º also available (optional)
∙∙ Integrated chip to store access authorisations and procedures
∙∙ Twelve tumblers on the mechanical locking cylinder side and six on the mechatronic side in
compliance with DIN 18252/2006, lock security class 6
∙∙ EN 1303/2005, lock security class 6 and fire resistance class 1 DIN 18252/2006, class 80
∙∙ VdS approval class B for locking systems (VdS 2386), with drilling protection provided by a
security fitting with cylinder cover (optional)
∙∙ Operational temperature range: between –25°C and +85°C

Locking Cylinder E1

Locking Cylinder E2

Authorisations

100 memory cells for individual
keys and groups (each containing over 65,000 keys)

1,000 memory cells for individual keys and groups (each
containing over 65,000 keys)

Locking functions

up to 100 keys

up to 1,500 keys

Events memory

up to 50 events

up to 750 events

∙∙ The VERSO CLIQ locking cylinder in its two different memory designs
records all programmed access authorisations and locking operations by
default. ∙
∙
∙∙ The Signal Red programming key is used to convey event logs and changes
to authorisations between the software and locking cylinder. It also serves
to issue authorisations when using the software. ∙
∙
∙
∙∙ The handy programming device is used to transmit data between the CLIQ
Manager software and the programming key as well as to programme
the user keys E2 time and E3 guest. The programming device is equipped
with a serial COM port and a USB port, so that it can be connected to a PC.∙
∙
∙∙ The user friendly CLIQ Manager software can be run on any modern PC,
features a menu structure based on MS Outlook and provides a clearly
laid-out display of lists. It is used to programme access authorisations and
define time zones.

Performance characteristics of VERSO CLIQ keys
∙∙ Unique and locking system encryption
∙∙ Multi-functional display provides information regarding access authorisation, time zone
and battery status
∙∙ Reversible key: always fits, no matter which way it is inserted into the cylinder
∙∙ Integrated standard battery (lithium cell CR 2025) for about 20,000 locking operations ∙
(for about 2 years of service life)
∙∙ Splash-proof
∙∙ Three models (E1 basic, E2 time, E3 guest)
Code
E1 basic
E2 time
E3 guest

Time function/events list

Programmability

It couldn‘t be easier or any less expensive:∙
access authorisations for VERSO CLIQ user
keys and locking cylinders are effortlessly
managed with the aid of the CLIQ Manager
software, the programming device and∙
the programming key.

VERSO CLIQ – simple to integrate,
simple to manage
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Comprehensive key control from a computer-based
management system
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Comprehensive key control can only be
guaranteed in a system if, in addition to
providing the necessary technical conditions,

Managing your VERSO CLIQ locking system

the operator carries out stringent key and
locking system management.

How can we keep an overview of the locking system
and related building access at all times?
∙∙ Which rooms does a particular person have access to?

Each change to access
authorisations can be
implemented by simply
re-programming access
authorisations.

∙∙ Which user has authorisation to the manager‘s door?
∙∙ Which user still hasn‘t returned their key?

Keys may become lost and end up in the hands
of an unauthorised person. Employees joining or
leaving a company are a normal part of day-today operations, as are short-term employment
contracts or partnerships with external comManaging your locking
system is easier than you
think with CLIQ Manager, that we
can guarantee.
If access authorisations need to be modified on
a frequent basis, VERSO CLIQ fulfils such a need
easily and inexpensively as locking cylinders can
be programmed individually at any time for the
required time scale. Access authorisations can
thus also be activated on a temporary basis, for

users such as workers on short-term employment contracts, tradesmen and external service
providers. The only things you need are the
programming device and the red programming
key. The CLIQ Manager programme will help you
to manage keys which have been issued.

panies. This poses no problem for your locking
system since there is a simple software tool to
configure und modify access authorisations:
the CLIQ Manager.

CLIQ Manager – Main performance features:
∙∙ Management of VERSO CLIQ locking cylinders and VERSO CLIQ keys
∙∙ Programming of access authorisations
∙∙ Definition of time zones
∙∙ Time zone function with individualised formats
∙∙ Personal data management
∙∙ Menu structure based on MS Outlook
∙∙ Easy, clearly laid-out display of lists
∙∙ Issuing and returning of keys
∙∙ Display of events logs from VERSO CLIQ locking cylinders and VERSO CLIQ keys
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Virtual networking with CLIQ Remote:
Remote programming units and
CLIQ Web Manager software
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Performance characteristics of the wall-mounted programmer:
∙∙ Wiring and initial start-up of the wall-mounted programmer is carried out solely with
standard network cables
∙∙ Power supply via 12-24V mains connection or ‘Power over Ethernet’
Wall programming
devices VERSO CLIQRemote – for inner
areas (left) and
the vandalism proof
version for autdoor
(right)

∙∙ Programming takes place automatically – the user is informed about the progress with
visual and acoustic signals
∙∙ The wall programming device for outdoor and areas with requirements for ∙
vandalism proof solutions fullfills the IP65 and IK9 rating

Performance characteristics of the mobile programmer:
∙∙ The programming unit receives the programmed changes for the user key via mobile ∙
telephone – regardless of time and place
Mobile programming
unit CLIQ Remote

∙∙ No separate software installation is required on the mobile telephone – data is transferred
via USB or Bluetooth
∙∙ Programming takes place automatically – the user is informed about the progress with
visual and acoustic signals

Performance characteristics
of VERSO CLIQ Remote programming units:

Performance characteristics, CLIQ Web Manager:

∙∙ User communication via optical and acoustic signals

∙∙ Allows the locking system to be managed at any location with an Internet connection

∙∙ Automatic programming of user keys

∙∙ Internet application for multiple administrators

∙∙ Programming for the duration of user key validity (e.g. valid for 24 hours)

∙∙ Central server and data storage

∙∙ Programming of authorisation changes on user keys (E3 – ‘remote’)

∙∙ Especially suitable for managing large locking systems and those spread over more than one site

∙∙ Read-out of event logs from user keys (E2 – ‘time’ and E3 – ‘remote’)
∙∙ Battery alert service
∙∙ Programming of general time settings and weekly schedules (E2 – ‘time’ and E3 – ‘remote’)

CLIQ Web Manager

∙∙ Optimum handling due to user-friendly search functions, and intelligent assignment ∙
and filter functions
∙∙ Simple step-by-step user guidance
∙∙ User interfaces and functions are tailored to different users within the organisation
∙∙ 128 bit SSL encryption in connection with software certificates provides very high security

Managing your IKON-brand
CLIQ locking system is now so
simple and flexible
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The central ∙
administrator
acts independently
and can manage
the locking system
using the Web Manager at any time
and from any place
– all that ∙
is required is an
Internet connection.

The Web Manager
now enables the
locking system
management
application to be
accessed from the
Internet. This software
supports multiple
Internet accesses.

In the entrance lobby,
the user’s key receives
modifications to its lock
authorisations directly
from the wall-mounted
programming unit.
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Service technicians, for instance,

At reception,
visitor keys (E3) are
programmed, issued and
returned using the Web
Manager.
The staff council, for instance,
authorises event log readouts
at the click of a mouse in the
Web Manager.

The IT department
operates the Web
Manager’s central
server.

can receive time-limited access
with their keys (E3) via a mobile
programming unit and mobile
telephone during field work.

The security staff, for instance,
use the Web Manager access and the
programming key at
a different location
to modify authorisations for the locking
cylinder or read out
event logs.

Much more than a locking system:
integrated security technology
for the whole building
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Whether for companies, institutions, government
agencies, industrial premises or administration
buildings, you can always completely rely on
IKON security technology. When installing a new
locking system, it’s exactly the right moment to
consider security equipment which offers more
than just access control. Important documents
can be securely stored behind a solid furniture
lock, for instance. A series of mini-safes are available for embedding in walls or in floor. Such safes
can also be optimally integrated into locking systems with corresponding lock cylinders. As far as
security for windows is concerned, there are also
lockable window handles which are ready made
to hold profile half cylinders. If you also wish to
provide fire safety and emergency evacuation
systems, escape route technology from IKON’s

1

Escape route
technology – effeff
Escape Door
Control Unit

2

Mini-safes

3

Furniture locks

4

Door closers

sister brand effeff is ideal. The effeff Escape Door
Terminal 1385, for instance, can be seamlessly
integrated into switch ranges by well-known electrical installation and intelligent building control
system manufacturers. IKON door closers ensure
fire doors function correctly along escape routes.
The closing function also represents an important
security feature for outside doors. IKON door closers offer easy access through perfectly adjusted
closing and opening swings. Your new locking
system is thus given a few extra dimensions and
will bring many added benefits, which will prove
to be a worthwhile investment, not only in the
event of a break-in.

An aid to better understanding:
Our brief glossary on locking cylinders
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∙∙ Drilling protection
VERSO CLIQ profile cylinders are fitted with drilling
protection as standard. The hard metal pins used in
the cylinder core and housing, for instance, prevent
the locking cylinder from being drilled open. Increased
drilling protection in security category 2 can be supplied
to meet special locking system security requirements.
∙∙ Installation lengths
The basic length of a double profile cylinder is generally
60 mm (L = 30/30). Besides standard lengths which can
be extended in 5 mm increments up to a total length
of 140 mm, special lengths are also available in 10 mm
increments up to a total length of 240 mm.
∙∙ DIN class

1

2

German Institute for Standardization (DIN) security classification. All VERSO CLIQ locking cylinders comply with DIN EN 1303/
DIN 18252. These standards, which define the requirements for high-grade locking cylinders, cover measures
such as key control as well as protection against lock
picking, bumping, drilling and core extraction.
∙∙ Explosion protection
VERSO CLIQ locking cylinders and keys are
suitable for use in potentially explosive atmospheres in areas with II 2G classification.
∙∙ Emergency mechanism

3

4

∙∙ Security card
Security card is
supplied with every
VERSO CLIQ locking
system. This security
card is used for
verification purposes
when re-ordering
keys and locking
cylinders from the manufacturer. It must be shown to
the specialist dealer when re-ordering components from
the factory.
∙∙ Special identification marking
If required, locking cylinders and keys can be supplied
with a special identification marking of your choice,
consisting of up to eight digits.
∙∙ Dust and rain protection cap
The optional dust and rain protection
cap protects locking cylinders against all
weather conditions, e.g. on radio masts.

∙∙ VdS-Klasse
Certification mark issued by VdS-Schadenverhütung, the German insurance
industry‘s certification centre. All IKON
locking cylinders described here can be
optionally supplied with VdS certification.

Each authorised emergency key within an IKON locking
system can open or lock double profile cylinders fitted
with an emergency mechanism, even when there is another key inserted in a lock position on the other side.
∙∙ Surface finishes
IKON locking systems can be perfectly matched to the
particular style of your doors. Besides the standard
nickel-plated matt finish, other surface finishes are
available for profile cylinders, furniture cylinders and
outdoor cylinders.

Nickel-plated matt
Brush-finished matt
Polished brass
Chrome-plated matt
Browned

ASSA ABLOY is the
global leader in door
opening solutions,
dedicated to satisfying
end-user needs for
security, safety and
convenience.

ASSA ABLOY
Sicherheitstechnik GmbH
Goerzallee 299
14167 Berlin
GERMANY
Tel. + 49 30 8106-0
Fax: + 49 30 8106-26 00
berlin @ assaabloy.de
www.assaabloy.de
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